
	

 
“Following on the heels of Elizabeth’s revealing book “Groomed,” another major step is taken with “Speak 
the Unspeakable.” So many men and women who follow Jesus have much sexual baggage deeply buried, 
including sexual abuse, abortions, adultery, etc. “Speak the Unspeakable” provides a gutsy, yet tried-and-
true path, that individuals and churches can take as they seek to come to the healing light offered by Jesus. 
This is not a self-improvement book. Walking this path will take courage if you or someone you love is fed up 
with pretending everything is okay, hiding what was done to you [or which you did to someone] which was 
unspeakable … but which once openly ‘spoken’ to trusted others, brings deep-down-to-your heart 
forgiveness, healing and true life.”    
Ken Harrison, President, Promise Keepers 
 
Speak the Unspeakable carries a treasured, unique, anointed, and urgent message of hope for our 
churches, our families, our children, and for us. First, we see that we cannot walk in our calling when we 
are trapped in our past.  Then, we go on to see how churches, families, and parents can change to 
become havens of hope:  instead of walking alone with our secrets, we become free to speak and pray 
about our fears, traumas, and abuses.  And she gives us fresh new language for talking with our children 
and grandchildren about accessing help when they face such matters. We are blessed by using the 
‘keys’ Elizabeth shares, reminding us “to ask for where the good way is, and walk in it, and find rest for 
our souls (Jeremiah 6:16).” These keys unlock transformational healing, so that we live walking in full 
freedom -- together, not alone -- to fulfill our calling and purpose in Christ Jesus our Lord.   
Dr. Susan Hillis, Global Coordinator for Strategy, World Without Orphans 
 
The deepest parts of the human heart longs for freedom. Freedom to be everything we were created and 
redeemed to be. Yet, the trauma’s of life and evil unseen forces are at work keeping us from living out our 
purpose. In a culture where people are striving to be heard but don’t have words or processes for their pain, 
Elizabeth Good is being used by God as a voice and champion of freedom. Her honest, bold, and heartfelt 
passion for people to be free clearly permeates through the pages of this book. The authenticity and 
vulnerability in which she shares her own story moves you to take action and follow the outlined steps in 
this book for your own personal freedom. As a man who has experienced the shame and pain of being 
abused, and the freedom that has come through the excavation process of God's love, I believe that this 
book “Speak the Unspeakable” and the course Real Talk will be a catalyst that will launch a generation into 
their healing and destiny. Thank you Elizabeth for writing this powerful, insightful, challenging and 
motivating book. 
Pastor Burnard Scott Jr, Bayside Community Church 
 

Speak the Unspeakable unlocks the truth that is vital for every church and is a vital read for leaders and 
parents. REAL TALK is the missing link for believers. I have been in ministry for over 30 years and have led 
every area from children and youth, to young adults, seniors and everyone in between... I have seen again 
and again that life-controlling secrets and shame often stand between them and freedom. We must have 
these hard conversations and offer a way for our congregations to heal and process. As a survivor of 
childhood sexual abuse, I love Elizabeth’s heart to help children be protected from this evil, and help adults 
have tools to be free from their past experiences. We haven't had a tool like this before and we are excited 
to embrace REAL TALK in our church. 
Nancy Turpin, Pastor, Westcoast Church 
 


